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Abstract 
In this thesis, we propose an approach to correct the estimation of the 
bias of the model parameters when using a gCllcrali~.cd quasi-likelihood 
method to analyze longitudinal binary data with lllC(lJ;urCmcnt crrors. The 
measurement errors are assumed to follow a llormal distribution with all 
unknown variance, which can be cstimatfx\ by repented observations or 
takell frolll previous similnr studies. An approximation method proposed 
by Monahan and Stefanski (1992)is used to obtain the expectation of an 
unknown function ilwolved in the calculation of the meaus and covariance, 
which will be used latcr to construct the cstimating functions of the CQL 
A simulation study is carried alit in the aim of investigating the small 
sample performance of the proposed approach. The remits of (In ilJtcllsive 
simulation study ~how that the proposed approach works very well in all 
configuTIltiolls. The efficiency gain of the proposed method, as compared 
to the naive IISC of CQL is remarkable. The proposed method has great 
potential to be widely used to 1l11IlIY7,e data from weilll, economical and 
biomedicul studies. 
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Binary responses along with a set of multi-dimCll8iollul covariate:;; arc 
often collccted rcpclltcdly over 1\ 8hort period of time from a large llum-
ber of independent individuals, which is called longitudinal binary dutll. 
Longitudinal binary data often appear in a wide range of arcw; 8uch f\.S 
public health, medicine, economics, sociology, and so on. The COWlriatcs 
ill longitudinal data nllLy be time-dependent or time-independent. Often 
tittles the main focus of the study is to evaluate the effects of covariate;. 
The dynamics among the response variables over time is also of significanl 
scientific interest. Actually, the repeated observations ill a longitudinal 
study allow llS to estimate both the cif(.'(:ts of covariate variables and the 
pattern in the response \'ariable;; over time, say the cohort effects. There is 
a considerable demand for adequate methods for the evaluation of data of 
this typc in applications. Great attentions were drawn recently among the 
~tatisticians. Literatures include but not limited to Diggle et III. (2002) , 
Dunlop (1994), Qu and Song (2002) and Ware (1985) among others. 
Although most studies are well designed to obtuin nCCUrHte informu-
tion, measurement errors in discrete data still occur due to many known 
Illid unknown reasons slIch us imperfect instruments and procedure;, lim-
ited knowledge fi nd experience of exmnilJers und examinccs, extremely 
high cost of getting exact measurement, Ilnd so on. 
1 ...lefisurement errors also oecm in colJtilllloUS data. Covmiate; in gen-
eralized linear lllo<lels arc frequently subject to measurement error, for 
instance in epidemiology studies where the effects of lifetime exposure to 
pollutants, alcohol, exercise and so 011 [Ire often of scientific interest. 
Explicit measurement error modeling i~ crucial for ILt least two reasons 
First, ncglecting measurcment error will of tell lend to hiased estimates for 
the regression 1><1J"ameters. For instance, it. is well kllown that ordinary 
[ogist ic regression call lead to uiN;C(1 est imlltes of odds ratios when the 
covt\fiate; flrc ~llbjt..'(:t to measurement error (Rosner et al. (1990)), II 
phellomelloll kllown as regression dilntion in the simple Cll.sc of a single 
covariate. Joint modeling of the response and measurement process allows 
estimation of a dis-attenuated odds ratio for the tme covariate (sec, for 
example, Carroll et al. (1995)). Secondly, measurement error 1l10<leling 
facilitates prediction of the true covariate or exposure for all individual 
uuit, utilizillg not only the exposure measuremellts for thc unit but also 
information from the outcomc fL~ well fL~ borrowing strength from the other 
units. 
Much h(L~ bt..'"Cn carried out. ollllleasuremellt error lllo<lels for COlltinuous 
data, for example, the classical additive meNmrement error models. the 
Berkson error model (Fuller (1987); Carroll et al. (2006); Ouzas, Tostcson, 
and Stefanski (2003)), Ct"jlWtiOll error model (Kipnis et a l. (1999); Kipnis 
et Ill. (2003)), and regression caliuwtion model (rl'lallick and Gclfand 
(1996» among others. 
Rosychuk (1999) studied the estimation bias of the covariate effects 
when ignoring error~ ill response. Magder and Hughes (1997) proposed an 
EM approach to the illference of model effects. The model of Cflroll, t. IIICll 
and Ruppert (1999) handles complex models with 11 simple measurement 
error structure. Neuhaus (1999) proposed a computationally more eflicient 
approximntioll to accommodate measurement error when cstilliiltiug the 
model effect.s. Roy et fit. (2009) proposed fI lllodel-basl..,(\ approoch to the 
case of misell1.SSifiCfltion. Cm;taf!;(ln (2003), t.IcClothin et al. (2008), lind 
Rosychuk et at. (2009) also proposed differellt flpproaches to correctillg 
the bius of t.hc estimation. 
For correlated case such as longitudinal biunry rCSI)onse dnta, the mClt-
surement error in covllriatcs is even more difficult to handle, mllinly due to 
the complex nature of the likelihood when complex correlation structure 
is involved. Ji (2011) and Tao (2010) investigated the CQL and MLE 
approachcs for a kind of riyuamical binary rl..'Spon!;(l model, taking mea-
suremcnt error and misclassificntion into account. The simulation rl..'Sults 
show remllrkable efficiency gain by appropriately modeling the miscllllSSi-
fication. 
As ment.ioned previously, measurement errors frcqueutly oceul" in co-
mriates from studies in epidemiology, medicine, economics, and sociology 
Simply ignoring measuremellL errors in comriates leads to biased estima-
tion of model parameters and loss of power i ll detecting interesting IIssoci-
ation among variables. [n order to improve the estimation of parameters, 
in this thesis we propose 1\ lIew approllCh that combines the approxima-
tion method of t.[onnhan nnd Stefanski (1992) (also see Roy, Baneriee 
and !\olaiti (2005)) and the generali7;ed qUHsi- likelihood approach by Su-
tradhar (2003). An approximate gencrali7;ed qUlLsi-likelihood Iilethod for 
longitudinal binary data is (h~vel{)ped to eOf!'ect the estimation bias of the 
regre&;ion parameTers in the presence of measurement enor in covari:ne 
The logistic mixed effects models (Sutradhar and rarreH (2007)) CILll 
he applied to analyze longitlldinal binary data. \\flle1l Illel.surement errors 
are not ignorable, llowevcr, tlH~ likelihood fUlictioli is usually very difficult 
to compute (Sutradhar and 1\'lukerje€ (2005)). The conditional inference 
apprOHche:> Cllll (llso be applil.."(l to longitudinal binary data (BrC!ilow and 
Clay tOil (1993), SutradlmJ" (2004)). The integration over the dis t inction 
of the measurement error is difficult for logistic CILSel;, especially for multi-
variate measurement errors (Monah(lll and Stefanski (1992), Tao (2010)) 
To avoid the complexity of the likelihood function and the short com-
ing of conditional inferences, we exploit the gelleralized quasi-likelihood 
method (CQL), which has been proven to be almost as efficient as tdLE 
for binary data modeling (Sutradhar Hnd Farrell (2007)). 
\Ve focus on the unconditional generalized quasi-likelihood inference 
t hnt involve:> nnconditional moments of up to second order. Th~ integra-
tions are approximated by using the method of ll.'fonahan and Stefanski 
(1992) 
By doing this ,,'e could avoid any extra distributional assumption 011 
the correlated binary respon.;e. T he method is hence widely applicllhle. 
Th~! tl!(:!jis is organiled as follows. We develop IL regres..<;ion model for 
longitudinal panel data with llle(lsurcment error ill Chapter 2. In Chnptel 
3, we provide the summarization of the logistic regression with logit link 
and probit link and we also introdllce the covariancc matrix and corn.'Cted 
generalized quasi- likelihood (CGQL) method, which extends and unifies 
the previous work, generalized qU(~i-likelihood by Sntradhar (2003), and 
]ogit link approaches by Roy, Baneriee and l\laiti (2005). The emphasis of 
this study is the bias corr(,"Ctioll of model effect.s when cstimating equations 
are constructed 011 quasi-likelihood. The calculation and approxiltlatiolJ 
arc also detailed in Chapter 3. A simulntion stndy is conducted ill Chap-
ter 4 to i!l\'cstigate the performance of the proposed method when the 
salllple size is properly chosen. Conclusions and discussions nrc provided 
in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 2 
The Linear D y namic Model for 
longitudinal Da t a 
In this chapter , we briefly review the iOllgitudillui models for biliary 
data ami then cxtend the models to include measurement errors. 
Let y, = (Yd, .. ,y"," ,wrY, be the vector of T repented biliary 
rcspOIlSffi for i = I, .. ,N and x = (x'ux~)', wherexl (IJ] x 1) and x~(P2x 
1) , are the covariatcs of interest. Further we assume t1mt x\ is observed 
without mca;;urcmclIt error and X2 is not observable, however its surrogate 
:.0: , i;; available. The effects of the errol" prone covariate "2 a rc of major 
scicntificintcrcstl:i. 
2. 1 Regression mode l w ithout nleasurelnent e rror 
For a fixed XI. = (XW,X2i1l', it is assumed that 
for t = I. · ·,T and i = I, .. ,N, whereg(v) = (I +exp(-v)) - l. 
We use /J;, to denote the mean of Y, witll predictors without measure-
Next suppose that Yi J hasa Bernoulli distr ibution with mca.n paramctcr 
li:J denoted by Yil '" binU<J)' In a dyn(l,Iuic line/lr model set up, we usc 
thc model (Tong (1990). Tablc 3.1,1'113) givcu by 
(2.3) 
where qlt ,..., mn(])'), p' is thc mixture probability paramctcr of the distri-
bution of variablc qll, q2, '" bin(/Ji,), (Ill, 1/2, arc iudependcnt. 
The conditional probabilities arc givcn by 
for t = 2, .. ,T, 1 = 1, ·· ,N and 0 < p' < 1. It then follows that 
y,t ",bi7l(1,/lit), wherc 
p · !-l/~il + (1 - p') LP,t-j /Jij (2.5) 
, .,2 
Por t = I, t.he binary respouse Yil has been assumed to havc mean /Iil = 
2.2 Regression model with Ineasure ment e rrors in 
covariates 
Now we com;ider the dynamic model with measurcmcnt crrors in co-
variates. Suppose that X2 is not observable, however its surrogate II , Sll.Y 
the ob~erV'.J.tion of X2 . i~ available, and they havc the following relationship 
(2.6) 
where (j, i = 1, .. , N, follow a normal distr ibution, i.e. 
f;"'N(O,al). (2.7) 
It is ll.Isa assU ll K"(1 that the errors ill thc variables model are nOIl-
differenUll.l, that is, 
In other word~, ::" adds no additional information to the prediction of y 
if XZ,I is known. 
Regarding rnell..':iurernent error process, we assume 
\Vhere ::'1, (T2 are known. 
\Ve usc IJ;! to denote the mean of Y, wherc the COVllriatcs nrc eontatll-
inated with measurement errors 
EI ", IL;,(E(Y;r lx l,r, X2.r)) 
i:"" g(XW,Bl + Zilth + th(i)!(.l12.r2ir!Zi/)dx2it (2 .]0) 
for t :: 1. ", T and i :: 1," ,N, The integral ill (2.10) does not have 
a closed form solution, The approximlltiOll of this integral was considered 
by l'l'lonahan and Stefn!lski (1992). With SOIlle algebra they der ived Ul! 
approximation to the integral in (2.10) fl.S 
1-:00 g(Xlitf11 + z,d)., + fjz(;)!(fhX2,tIZiddx2,t 
g(Xlitf11 + :d~2) (2 ,11 ) 
JI+~ 
for t "" 1," ,T [lnd i :: I,' ,N, where g(v) = (1 + cxp(~V))- l amI 
k 2 = 1.70. In most cast;!; this gives a good approxilllution except when 
~ is large. The details will be diHcm;~1 ill the next subsection. 
We ~till usc the linear binary dYliamic model given by 
(2.12) 
wlwre fill '"" bin(p'), p' is the mixture probability parameter of the distri-
\0 
blllion of \1lriublc fill, fJ1.1 '" mn(/I:n, and fill. {fu arc independent 
The conditiOllll1 pfol.mbilitics arc given by 
fort=2, ",Tandi= I, ' ·,N. Itthcnfollowsthat,y",...,bin(I ,II:/), 
wiwre 
p.I-llj~l + (1- P')L,I/H/1:; (2.14) 
j_2 
For t = 1, the binary response Yol has bccn assumed to luwc mellU II~I = 
2.3 Computation of the probit-normal integral and 
logit-normal integral 
\Vith the normality assumption for the measurement error process we 
have 
E",;,lo.,Y(Xll,/3] +X2il!h) 
1:"" g(xwf31 + Zi/!h. + {jfh)f(l;/h)di; (2. 15) 
where f(i;fh) is the probability dCllsity function of lith 
We usc 1<1< to denot.e the meau of Y, where thc covariate; lUl\"c mea-
surClllcllt errors, say, 
Il:t E(Y.,lx[j,z;j = P(y,j = I IXhhZ,t) 
1:"" 9(LliI~1 + zid>l + ~jfh)f((i/h)dEi (2.16) 
[n this formula ubove, the link fUllction g(.) is nonlinear. The calcula-
tion of the involwxl integral is very hard. However the close relationship 
betwccn Jogit link fuuction and probit link function wns fdready discov-
ered in the eurly work (Eugene (200.1), p33'1). There (lrC several ways to 
approximate the logit link by prohit link when the aforcmcntiollf.!d integmi 
is concerned, for instance. Roy, Ballcrjce, and Maiti (2005) used a method 
of upproximi\.tion for probit link fUlIction and Jogit link fUllction to deal 
with the meas urement error modeL Now we introducc this approach 
Let 9(.) be the logit link function , 'I> be tIle distribution function of 
standard normal random variable. Suppose G is a function of fl, as Sllg-
gested by Eugene (200'1, 1'335), then we have: 
exp(Xhu!31 + z,ufh + fh€;) 
1 + CXP(X liu!31 + z;"fh + fh€j) 
G(<P(Xl!uPl + z",fh + /h€;» 
where 1t = I , ' ,. ,T. Now we can rewrite the fUllction as below' 
(2.17) 
II 
g(XtdJ1 + X2iPd = 1 :X!;;;~;8~ :2~;1d ~ G('i'(X!lPl + .£2;l1d) 
(2.18) 
2.3 .1 Pro bit link 
Let 'I' be the CUillulath"c distribution function of a standard normal 
distribution. We calculate the integral as fo llows 
i: <!'(Xliu#l + !;"fJ2 + i3z€;) f( (h (;)df; 
= i:oo {~"BL+<;.fh+fh<' ~exp(-W-)d!Vlp1(J;IJ2;exp(-2~(T?)d€1 
= P( -00 < fJ~€; < +00, WI < XhoPl + zwfJz - (32(') 
(2.19) 
In the equation above, the two-dimensional int.cgm] lIlay be viewed 
as the probnbility that the sum two independent normally distributed 
ralldoill variables WI and fjzt i, where WI '"" N(O , 1) and {ht; '" N(O, f3~oll, 
hence WI - /32(; '" N(O, (I + f3~(J?)) is less than X!i~f31 + z,vih 
Tlwrcforc, we have 
P(Wl - ih.f; < X),.,i31 + z;u/hl 
= <1>(XLiUPl + z,ufh) 
J(l +!3~on 
Thus we obtain the equation 
(2.20) 
12 
2.3.2 Logit li nk 
by using Taylor series exp .. '\llsion, we have 
Whcn logit link is used in the gcncrilliz{.'(\ linear model, we have the 
following term 
i:"" G('I» fC{hi;)d(j 
L:[G(r.t>o) + G(<I'o/(<t> - 'l'o)IJ(t12(;)(l~i 
G(<I>ol + G(<I)On~ .. 40o i: <I'/Cfhi;)di; - G("'o)' I"'''' '''o<l>o 
G«1>o) + G(<I'o/I", .. 4>o'I' - G(<I>o/I",,.,,,o¢>o 
G(<I>o)+G(<I>o/I"'=4>.( <l> -'\'o) 
G($) 




T he last approximation is due to tllonahan and Stefanski(1992), where 
13 
14 
k2 = 1.7 and f~='I)f(lh(;)d(; = <t>(r',t;il) 
In principle, the cxpt'ClaLioll of Y call be well approximated by 
I(t E{}~dXl1h :l,d 1-:00 g(XliI(31 + zilfl2 + lh(i)f(~x2;,lzil) dJ;2il 
9(x h d3l + z;dh) (2.24) 
Jl+tI 
fort = l ," ,Tandi = l,·· ,N.where9{u)=(1+cxp(-V))- llllld 
k 2 = 1. 70. In most case;; this givt,>;; it good approximation except when 
f3~ (J? is large 
These upproximutions will be used in the lle xt chapter, when we llSC 
the generalized (Juasi-likclihood (GQL) method to estimate the regr(.'!;Sioll 
coefficients. T lw method needs /l;r ami the second order moments to 
fonnulate tlw estimation equations 
Chapter 3 
Estimation of the Parameters for 
the Regression Model 
In order to correct the bias of regressioll parailleter~ B cauSI-,(j by ig-
llOring thc covariate mea.:;uH; IllCllL errors, we apply a corrected gencflLlized 
quasi-likelihood method (CGQL) to estimate the unknowll parameters. 
The lIlost important and challenging part of this chapter is the uncondi-
t ional generalized quasi-likelihood inference which involves unconditional 
moments of up to the second order. 
As previously mentioned, the goal of this t,besis i!; to eliminate the csti-
Illat ion bias by using the CGQL. A comparison of the proposed estimAtes 
with the estimates from the naive generalized quasi- likelihood method 
(NGQ L) , which ignores the covariate mClJSurcmCllt error will play U11 im-
portant role. 
15 
3.1 Naive generalized quasi-likelihood method 
Let Vi = (Y'l," ,Ya)' denote the longitudinal observation of biliary 
responsc, /1; = (,lil,' . ,lliT)' be t he vector of t.he mcallS of li Illld E, 
be the TxT covariance matrix of Y;. Sut,mitar D. C. (2003) proposed 
a generalized qua;;i- likelihood (GQL) method to estimate the regression 
parameters f3 by solving the following cstimf\ting equations 
(3.\) 
where 0 = (13,p' )', (3 = (,q;,i3~)' and ~ = (~, .. ,~) is Ihe 
(Jl + 1) )( l' first derivative !!latrix of means I." which is given by: 




~ 0 (3.2) 
ar' 
wherep = 1,2. 
For t = 2, . , T, 
(3.3) 
whcrci= I, · ·,N and p= 1,2. 
E; be the TxT covariance matrix of \';, lind have the form 
16 
E, = 
var(Y,d CQV(Y;I, Y;2) 
,'or(li2) 
COV(Y;l, Y,'rl 
COV(Y;2, tiT) (3.4) 
The formulas for the component,;; of thi;; covariance matrix E; is given 
as follows 
The diagonal clements of covnriancc matrix E, arc 
vor{Y;,) E(Y,~) - (E(y,,»2 
E(l~,) - (E(Y,,))' 
(3.5) 
where E(Y,~ = E(Y,,) as Y" follows Bernoulli d istribution, for I = 
1" ,T,i= I,'" ,N. 
E(l~"Y,") - E(l~")E(Y;,) 
(3.6) 
foru = 1, .. ,(T- 1), v = (u+ I), .. ,1', i = 1, .. ,N. where the 
second order moments have the formula, for 11 < V, 
17 
£(E(··(£(""""IY.", .. ,y'"-,)) 
"'"0" -" + (1 - p') t ,>"'-'":,1 (3.7) 
j .. ,,+] 
whcrc 11 = 1,' ,T,1)=2, " ,T,Ulldi=i , ",N 
Theil the off-diagonal clements of the CO\l\rialJcc matrix E j arc cnlcu-
luted as follows: 
E(Y;u)~") -It;,,/l;" 
p,v-u1t, .. (1 -P, .. ) 
whcrcu<v,u=l," ',T,v=2, " ,T,andi=i, ",N 
(3.8) 
The Ncwton-RHphwll method was applied to solve the estimating 
equation in the following iteration formu la 
where COV- l dCllotes the I'ariancc--covariunce matrix and FU N de-
notes the estimating function. III practice COV-I can be estimated by 
FUN can be cxpres&.-d as follows, 
18 
19 
3 .2 Corrected gene ralized quasi-like lihood meth od 
3.2.1 Regress ion model with m easure me nt error 
In order to correct the bias of the estimates of regression parameters, 
the measurement errors of the CQvariate; ~ho\lld be taken into account. 
Let Yi = (Y,l, ", YiT)' denote the longitudinul observntiOll of a binary 
response, where II~ = (lJi\, .. ,IJfT)' is the ve<:tor of the means of Y; and 
Ef is the TxT covariance matrix of Y;. \Vc use corrected generalized 
qUlIsi-likelihood method (CQL) to estimate the regression parameters, by 
solving the following estimating equations: 
(312) 
where () = (13,Il*)' and ~ = (~, " '~) is the (11 + 1) x l' first 
derivative matrix of the means 1(, which is given by: 
(3.13) 
for t = 1, whcrcp = 1,2 
find 
(3.14) 
for I =2, .. ,T,whcrci= 1,· . ,N andl!= 1,2. 
The covariance matrix Li of Y; JilL'; involved the covariatcs, which have 
measurement errors. IL call be expressed as follows 
l!Ur(Yil) cov(}~], Y(2) 
var(Y;2) 
CQu(Y,1> Y,T) 
COV(Y;2' Y.·r ) (3.15) 
The formulrus for the components of this CQV(lri(LllCC matrix E~ are given 
a.,> follows: 
The diagonal clement;; of covarinnce matrix Ef are 
var(Y;,) E(li~) - (E(Y,,)? 
Ez-.;I,;(E(Y;rlx2,lz;)2) - (E"',I.,{E(l~, l x2ilzi)))2 
E"'"I>,(E(Y"lx2ilzi)) - (E",.;I.;(E(Y;llx2. lz;)))2 
fort = I ,,' ,T,i = I, .. ,N. 
(3.10) 
The off-diagonal clements of the covuriance matrix E~ arc expressed as 
follows: 
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cov(Y; .. , Y, ~) 
~ £(1'.Y;.) - £(Y..)E(l,.) 
~ E"""(E(Y..l'.lx,,lx,)) - £,,,,,,(E(1';.lx,,I,,))£,,, ,,,( £(>;.lx,, I'')) 
£or 11 = I , .. ,T-l,V=u+l, ··.T, i= l , · <,N. 
The second order moments arc calculawd as, for 11 < V, 
E"."j •• (E(Y; .. Y;"l x2;lz;)) 
~ £,,,, .. (E(E(··· (E(Y;.l'" IY,., " , Y,._,))))) 
= E.<.d.,( 'Jf .. l1r~" + (\ - p') L p,u- J/l;Jj) 
j~ .. +l 
(3.17) 
= J(lj~" I1!'"-" + (\ - p') t p· ,,- j /l;j])!(Xldzi)d:t:2, (3.18) 
jEu+ 1 
whercu = 1, .. ,1', 11=2,· . ,T,uud i= 1,- . ,N. 
The integrals in the above fornmln have no closed fO l'm fol' the logit 
link. \Ve discuss this fmiher in details in the following subsection 
3 .2.2 Approxima tion of second order mo me nts 
The approximation of the second order moment E(Y; .. Y;u) is considered 
by ~Ionahan (lnd Stcan~ki (1992) when the logit link fUllction is involved 
ill the integral with normal random effpcts. \Ve usc their approach to 
approximate a similfll· integral I\,'here the extra randomness is callS(.'d by 
normal mca~\lrelllcllt crrors. The formllln is givcn below 
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E'"I,,(E(\';.\';.I">; I';)) 
= l+oc{I("[P'''- ~ + (1 - p') t p.u-j,.;mf(x2; l z;)dx~; (3. 19) 
_00 j = u+l 
where It= 1, .. ,T. 11 = 2, .. ,T, 11 of; v, and i = 1," ,N 
TIle integral involves the following terms 
i:"" g(Xh,,{Jl + x2"./3z)g(XIi,.{31 + x2,v(2)!(X2;!Zi)dx2; 
[:00 g(xli"Bl + z;,J)'" + fh.(j)g(Xhu(Jl + Z;,,(J2 + ihf;)f(f32f;)rh, 
(3.20) 
where g(v) = (1 +cxp{_V)) -1 and u = I, .. ,r, v = 1, .. ,T Rnd 
u i' v, i = 1" ,N. Thi;; intcgrfll includes one logit link function and 
one IIOflllU\ dis t ribution fUIl!;tioll. There is no closed form solution for it. 
We usc an approximation approach to handle this problem. This logistic-
normal integral pln}'s [1Il important role in the analysis of biunTY datn. In 
pnfticuiar, this integral is essential to logistic rcgn~ion with a Hormally 
distributed covariate meMUl'cmcnt error 
Let g(.) be the logit liuk function, 0.(> bc the di;;tributioll function of 
standard normal random vl)riable. Suppose G is a function of g, as sug-
ge;;ttXl by EugelJc (2004, p335). Then we havc 
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e:q !(.Clou i31 + z,ufh. + /h(;) 
1 + CXP(Xli,,/91 + z;ufh. + f3.Jtd 
G(<I> (Xliu/91 + z; .. fh. + .82E;)) 
for u= ! , ·· , Tand t= l , ·· ,N,and 
for v= l , ··, Tand i= l , · ,N. 
exp(Xhui31 + z,ufh. + fh~i) 
! + exp(Xli~i31 + z,u/h + fh.t,) 
G(<P (Xhui31 + zwfh + fh~i)) 
G($ ,) 
\Ve can rcwrite the function as below: 
g(Xh .. i31 +z;ufh-.82td 
exp(X\i"i31 + :;;"fh + fh.~i) 
1 + exp(xli"flt + :;,,,.82 + fh~;) 
~ G("' (Xh .. /9 ] + z;ufh + fh.(;)) 





foru= 1" , ' ,Tl111d i= I , ' . ,N, and 
g(Xliu!31 + z;vlh + /32(d 
CXP(Xh,,!11 + z'vth. + ih.(;j 
1 + CXP(Xh,.(J1 + z;v/h + (J2~') 
"" G(<I>(XlivPt + Ziv!h + PZE;)) 
=C(<1'2) 
forv= l , · · ,To.ndi= I," ',N 
Therefore 
[:00 g(Xli .. (31 + X2iufhl.rJ(Xh,,!31 + X2iv!hl!(xz, lzi)dxZ, 
13.24) 
1:00 g(XliutJl + Z",{32 + ;3.(,)9(Xh,,(31 + z;v!h + f3zE,)f(fhl;jdi; 1:00 GI~ ,)GI$,)fl{J".)d,; 13.25) 
By Taylor series expansion, we huve following term 
i: G« l>1)C('i'2lf(/h(.)di; 
l :oo[G« i> lO) + G(<I>lo)'(¢> j ~ <I' lOl] 
[G('i'20) + C« I'20)'('P2 - 4> 20)If(fhE;}dE; (3.26) 
\Vith some algebra, the terms a rc obtained as follow 
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f:OO[G« I)lOl + G« "IO)' ('1'1 - <1> 1O)](G(<I'2(I) + G("''lO)' ("'2 - <P:lOll!(.82£;)di; 
G(<I'IO)G(<I'20) L: f(/hi;)d£; 
+G« "!OHG(<l> 2(J»' 1:"'" 4>2!{{hij)!l£j 
-G« "!O)(G« I.20»'q'20 £:00 f(/h£;}d£; 
+(G(q' IO»,C(" '2Ql [:0<) (Pd(/h~I)d(i 
+(G(<I> IO))'(G(<I'20))' L: <I>]'1>2!({hl;)dl j 
-(G(<l> LO»' (G« I>20»)" P20 i: 4'lf(f3.l£;)d£j 
-(G«I>IO))'C(<I'20l<II IO i:<Xl f(fh€;)d€; 
-(G(<t>IO»)'(C(<I>a.))" I» CI L: <P2 f(/ht:;)dtj 
+(G(<I>IO»'(G('I>20))'<!>[O<l'2(J L: !{{h£i)d€i (3.27) 
By the property of probability density functions find equation (2.20) 
we kllOWtlUit 
T hen we ).Idd and subtract n SlIllle amollnt 
(G« "1O»)'(G(<I>20))" 1l2(Zj7!.;j,t)ot>2{;r't'+-;i,,?) 
T hlls 
ln~u 1+"'" G«I)I)G«1)2)f(fhe;)d~i 
-00 , x)",/1] +ziulh) 
G(<I>lO)G(<I>zol + G« " IO)(G( <I>W» <l>2( VI + tl~(Jl 
XIi"PI+Z;u/h) 
-G« " lO)(G("'20»""20 + (G(<I>IO»'C(<I'20)<I>I( VI + ~(J'f 
+(G« I> IO»' (G(<I'20»)' 1:"'" <i' j" '2/(/he,)d(; 
, Xhutl'l + z;,,/h) 
-(G« " lO»'(C('i'20» <PZO<1>I{ VI + f3iu~ 
-(G(4>1O»),C«" 20) 'i'lO 
Xhv{31 + ziufh) 
-(G(<I' lO»'(G(<"W»)" i> lO'l'z( VI +f3iur 
13.29) 
Simplifyiug the above fUll ction, we obtain 
= i: G« I)dG(<I>2)J(~(i)d€; , 
, (I;)".f31 + z; .. fh) _ (G(<I'lO» <!J101 [G(4) IO) + (G{ <I> lO» 'PI JI + f3?U[ 
, (Xli"Pl + z'vlh) _ (G( <I'20)j'<I>20] [G( <I>20) + (G(<I'20» '1'2 VI + {3ju? 
+IGI",,))'IGI'I>~))' 
[1+00 ([)I(I)2f (f~e,)d(i 
-~ XH.P, + ".f), • I"HOP, + "'/>')1 13.30) 
- <l'l ( JI + (3ja[ ) 2 VI + {q11"? 
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Then by 'Thy lor'~ theorem, we have 
From the two (.·qllatiolls auovc, we obtaill 
1:00 G(",)G($,)f(S" ,Jd" 
G(<I) I (X h~!31 + Z'''~J ) )G(1}2c' livtll + z'U~)) 
JI +tJ?ul JI +!3?u; 
+ (G« h o))'(G(<I>zo))' 
[ r oo <1']'1'2/(1'2(; )11(; _ <])I (xu,,8! + zi"B2 )<l>2(xliv£11 + Z;vi32) ] 
J- e<:> \h+ f3?ul Jl +!3?a; 
(3.33) 
From the equation (2.17) a nd (2.19) in Chapter 2 for <1'1 ILIHI <1'2, we 
have 
<I'I (X li"PI + z;,,{3z) 
JI + (J~a? 
= 1:00 'h (x h" ,B] + z;,.{h + fh.t;) f Cfh(;j riti 
= i :e<:> L,~~fjl + ••• fj,+/1,., ~exJl ( -~ )d 111 l /h17; 'J2jie:l'p( - 213117; )d( ] 
= P ( - 00 < (32(, < +00, W I < X lm f31 + z;ufh - !hE;) 
(3.34) 
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<l>2(Xli~(31 + z;~fh) 
J l +j3jof 
== i:"" <t>2(Xh,,/31 + zi"fh + t32 f ,)f(/hf;)df; 
= i:oo t~"{!l+>'"fh -ft'J<, ~exp( -w- )dw:! /ho, IJ2irCXP( - 2;lul )rifl 
= P( -00 < f32t; < +00, lV2 < Xlivf31 + zivih + #2f;) 
(3.35) 
i\Ior(.'ovcl', 
i:OO <i> ["'2f{lhf;)df; 
= i:<X> tf' j '1>2 {hu;I..n;CXp( - 2;11J; )d(1 
= J:"" i :·fJl+ •• ~D.+fht, ~eXp(-~)dWI 
i.c~·Bl +""8J+ lht; ~eXl)( -¥- )dW2/hu;1J2r;exp( - 2;}O'? )dll 
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= P( -00 < /hf, < +00, WI < X",,/31 + z,u!h + !hE;, 11)2 < XhvfJl + z;,,/h + !hEi) 
Now 0("' 10)' and 0(<1'20)' need to be computed, with some algebra the 
results are given as below 
eXIJ(XljuiJl + zi,Jh) 
(1 + exp(xh,,!31 + z;,,{h))2 
(~eXp( (XIi .. f31 ;z;,ih)2))_I, (3.37) 
e:rp(Xlwfjl + z,u{h) 
(1 +cxp(xhv81 + z,vfi2))2 
(vkeXTJ( (XliV"'!; Z;V82)2);-1 (338) 
By the apprOXilll(lt ioIl exploited by Monahan and Stefanski (1992), 
combining: the results fl.bove, we have 
111,," 1:00 G(" ,tlG('P2lf({hf;)d(; 
G( <I'l(X1iu!31 + Z;Ufh))G« i'2(Xhu!31 + z;vlh)) 
JI + 13k? ) 1 + !3iof 
+ (l :::~~~~~~ :;:~~2))2 (vkexp( {Xh,,/31; Z;u{h)2 WI 
(I :':%~~~:~t~ :;:~~))2( vkCXp( (x]",I1I; Ziv{h)2 Wi 
[P(Wl - /he; < XI,,,131 + Ziu/32,'W2 - /he; < XlwPI + Z,u/J.z) 
(339) 
Bi\Sl.-'(i Oil t he above resul ts, we can calcu late the variance matrix of 
CGQL. T he details will be given in the next subS(.'<;tioll. 
3.2.3 Computation of t he covaria nce matrix of CGQL 
Now we usc the formulas of the second order moment to calculate the 
CO\~lriaIl CC llIatrix of CGQL, and provide the forlllUl flS for the components 
of this covariance matrix as follows· 
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var(Yit} E(Y;;) - (E(y,t))2 
E x,,j.,{E(Yil lx2; lz;)2) - (E ..... 1,,(E(}i, lx2il zi»)2 
E"" I,,(E(Yalx2i IZ;» - (Ex" I,,(E(Y.tIX2; 1,::;»)2 
IJft-(pft)2 
fort=l, ··,T,i = l,· ',N 
The off~diagonal clements of CQvari(UlCe mlltrix as follows' 
~ E(l,,,Y,,,) - E(Y,,,)E(Y,,,) 
(3AO) 
= Ex,; I,;(E( }j"Y,u lx2ilz;) - E"" I.;(E(Y,,, lx2il z;»Er,;I,.(E(Y.vlx2; lz;» 
rOrH = !,' ·.T -I.V=1I+1,·· ,T,i= ! , ··,N 
The second moment h(lVC t. he formu la, for It < V, 
E""".,(E(Y,,,Y,vlx2;1z.» 
~ E".,,,(E(E(·· · (E(,"","" IY"" " ,",,_.))))) 
= Ez'; I ,,('I~,,[J/"- ~ + (1 - p') L p.v-j/1im 
j=,,~ 1 
(3.41) 
= jUtf"l1r-"+(I-p"j t lr-j'l;mf(:t'2; l z;)dx~" (3.42) 
j=u+! 
,,>'llCrC lI= I,' ,r-I, v=2," . ,T, und -i= 1, .. ,N. 
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For1L<v,u = l,·· ,T-I,v=2, .. ,T,f1ndi=i,· ·,N, 
£(V,.v,.) EZ2.i.;(E(Y;"Yiulx2.lz;)) 
E",I,,(£(E('" (E(Y,.Y,.IY,., ", Y,._dx"I',))))) 
Jl.( ~-") '<= + (1 -I!') tp*(U-J )I1IJu (3.43) 
j ~ l 
Now the diagoll(ll elements lind off-diagonal elements of oovnriance ma-
trix have been cldculatcd frOIll c<\uatiolls (3 .40)-(3.43). This completes the 
constrllct iOIl of the COVllriancc matrix 
We can then usc the Ncwton.ltaph5011 method to solve the estimating 
equations, as addressed in the iterative formula below: 
where (covet! denotes the mriancc-.covuriancc mntrix aud FU N~ 
denotes the estimating function. III practice (COV"tl can be estimated 
by 
and FUN" can be cxprCtiSe(! as follows, 
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3.2.4 Asymptotic distribut ion of the GQL estimator 
For 0 = ((:J,p')', let liS define OCCQI, to be the CCQL ~tiTllnton; of 0, 
which is obtained by solving the CCQL estimating equation (3.12). Under 
sOllie mild reglllarity cOllditiollS, for example, those frolll the Theorem 3.4 
of Newey and McFadden (1993), it follows from estimating equation (3.12) 
that as N -+ 00, by Contral Limit Theorem, 
Consequently, one 11\(1)' estimate the Il.'Symptotic standard crror~ of the 
CCQL of () by using the Hbovc eq11f\tion. 
[n the next chapter, we compare the relative performance of the pro-
posed CCQL cstimators obtained from cstimnting equation (3.12) and 
the NGQL estimators obtained from estilllliting equation (3.1). This will 
be done through a simulation study to be reported ill the next chupter 
The asymptotic variance of NCQL estimators and CCQL estimators mc 




In thi~ chupter, we investigate the small sample performance of t.he 
CCQL method through simulation studies. T he cOlllpnr i!;on betweeu the 
CCQL and the NCQL is made at a variety of model settings, which reflect 
lllallY pmctical situlltiolJs. The simulation results [lfC SUTllllliLrized ill the 
form of tables, which are followed by a brief discussion for CQnciusioll of 
this chapter. 
4 .1 D esigns 
In repeated binary datil analys is , the dyuamic dependence parameter 
is also of primnry inteT,,'!;t along with the regression effects. Tile Illain 
objective of the simulation study is to examine the performance of the 
NCQL and the CCQL in e; timating thtc'Sc parameters. Por this purp()I;(!, 
we cho0.* a set of values for the components of e. A set of repeated bi-
WHy observations will be gellcmtt!(1 following the linear dynamic model. 
The CO\1.riate will be selected as in the following ~imnlation design. The 
parameter values will then be estimated by solving the NGQL estimlltion 
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C(luation (3.1) and the CCQL C!:itimating C<jlmtion (3.12). The Jatn gcn-
oration and 0;timlltiOIl of parameters will be repeated 500 timCl;. Finally, 
these 500 NCQL and CCQL estimates will be Sllllllluirized into tables. 
We will consider the Iogit link only. With the probit link, the proposed 
method performs similarly. 
Now we conduct GOO simulations each time with the sample size I = 
100,500 under the assumption that the variullcc of the covariate measure-
mcul errors is known. E.1ch independent individunJ with t = 4 repeated 
observation is gCllcHltcd following the linear dynamic modeL The true pa-
ramctcr vailles are: tlH) regression coefficients {J = (I, 1), the measurement 
errors are".2 = 0.04, 0.25, O.G4 and 1i' = 0.2, 0.5,0.8 for each set respec-
tively. Finally 500 simulated datn sets UfC yielded under the longitudinal 
modeL The set.ting of the 1"'1rametcr values is present.ed as follows: 
p' == 0.2 1::: :::: 
0 2 == 0.64 
fj = (I, I) p' = 0.5 1::: :::: (4.1) 
0 2 = 0.64 I"' ~ O.04 p' = 0.8 0 2 = 0.25 
0 2 = 0.64 
We usc xI''' to denote the time-dependent covnriate for the ith individ-
ual at time t, where p = 1,2, and til the observation of X:hl. Xw follows 
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normal distribution, X2" follows uniform distr ibution and Zit follows nOf-
mal distr ibution. T he covari!lte changes over t ime and subjcct. It can be 
geneHlted as follows 
De;; ign: 
The firs t covariate ,which does not have measurement errors, is COll-
sidered to he, 
{ N(O. l * (t - I), 1. 5) fm Xlii '" 
1\'(O. I* t,l.[j) for i=I/2 + 1, ·. 1, t = l, ", ,1 
i = I, .. ,1/2, t = 1, ··· ,4 
(4.2) 
The surrogate of second cov(lriate, S(lY Zit_ i~ considered to be, 
Z!l"-'U( - 4,4) for i = I,' , I, t = 1. · · ,4 (,1.3) 
The second covmiate, which has mell.Buremeut crror, is gencHlted us 
follow: 
The asymptotic covariance mll.trice;; for t he KOQL and the CeQL 




fl.,,;pcctivcly. The diagonal clements of the these covariance matrices, 
which arc the varitUiCC of these e;timatorlj, fIfe reported ill the sillluln-
tionrcsults. 
Moreover, we usc tin:: following formula to approximate the integral 
I<~ EP~tIXI'" ::,d L: Y{Xjit{J1 + Z,t /32 - iJ2(;)[(iJ'l x2'llz,j)dx2'1 
9(;1;111/31 +::11 /12 ) (4.7) 
Jl+~ 
for all t = 1, .. , T and all 1 = 1, .. , N, where g(v) = (1 + exp( _ v» - l 
and k2 = 1. 70. In most cases, the denominator in the above formula i~ 
very close to 1, and the regression estimation is a good approximation 
(Raymond J, Carroll and David Ruppert, 2006, pp91). 
4.2 Results 
In this section, we report the simulation results and discuss the perfor-
mallec of the CCQL and the NGQL appronchcs in estimating the pnrfull-
clers (3. Simulation studies were COUdUC1()(i for regression coefficient p. 
Por each of \\\'o estimation approaches we compute the simulated meall of 
the estimated P (SM) , simulated standord errors (SSE), cstimoted stan-
dard error (ESE) aud thc co\"crage probability of 90% confidence inlcrvnl 
(CPr). T he ~illluhltion rcsults are shown in the following tables. 
Tablc 4.1: Sample size is 100, Dependence parameter is p' = 0.2, 
l\[easurement error (12 = 0.0.1, 0.25, 0.84 and Regression coefficient is Pl = 
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l, ~= l 
Table 4.2: Sample size is 100, Dependence l><'l.ramctcr is I) ' = 0.5, 
Measurement error (72 = 0.04,0.25, 0.84 and Regre;sioll coefficient is PI = 
Table '1.3: Sample si~,c is 100, Dependence parameter is p' = 0.8, 
tl lcRSufcmcnL error 0 2 = 0.04,0.25,0.84 and Rcgrc;;sioll cocfficicut is P I == 
], P2= 1 
Table 4.4: Sample size is 500, Dependence parameter is I) ' = 0.2, 
MCf\.SlIfemcnt error 0 2 = 0 ,0.\ , 0.25, 0.8'1 and Rcgrcs;;ion coefficient is (31 = 
1,th.= 1 
Table 4.5: Sample size is 500, Dependence j)!Hamctcr is p' = 0.5, 
Measurement error 0 2 = 0.04,0.25,0.84 and Regression coefficient is (31 = 
Tllblc '1.6: Sample size is 500, Dcpclldcucc parameter is p' = 0.8, 
~ leasureu\Cllt error 17 2 = 0.04, 0.25,0.84 and !lcgrCSl:iioll coefficient is PI = 
1, th.= 1. 
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Table 4.1 : Comp,'uisoll of simulated mellll values (8M), ~illlulatcd standard errors (SSE), 
estimated staudaru errors (ESE) aud 00% coverage probability (CPr) for the estimation 
of model parameters under NCQL I\nd CCQL, with dependence parameter is p. = 0.2, 
measurement error (/2 = 0,04, 0.25, 0.84 Rml fJ, = 1,.82 = 1,'1 = 100 aud 500 siIllulatiollS 
Depfmdtmct! A/casuremc,.t Method Quantity Estima/,cs 
IK'r(lmcter(pO) error(a2 ) S, ~ p' 
0.2 0.04 NCQL SM 0.9823 O.!l425 0.1664 
SSE 0.1334 0.0089 0.1045 
ESE 0.1341 0.0650 0.1141 
cr, 0.8620 0.5230 0.620 
CCQL 
'" 
1.0020 1.0015 0.1799 
SSE 0.1958 0.0804 0.1128 
8SE 0.1921 0.0881 0.1085 
ep, 0.9080 0.0032 0.650 
0.25 NGQL 
'" 
0.9593 0.9051 0.1579 
SSE 0.236\ 0.1844 0, )430 
ESE 0.2549 0.1862 0. 1470 
CPr 0.8740 0.6260 0.7310 
CCQL 
'" 
1.0464 \.0200 0.1682 
SSE 0.2930 0.286<\ 0.1668 
ESE 0.2847 0.2872 0.\82,\ 
cr, 0.8998 0.9026 0.8560 
0.6-1 NCQL 
'" 
0.866·\ 0.8537 0.1l45 
SSE 0.3422 0.249\ 0.3084 
ESE 0.3352 0.2485 0.3025 
cr, 0.8740 0.4080 0.5920 
ceq!' 
'" 
1.0652 1.0·191 0.\36-1 
SSE: 0.3649 0.3202 0.3593 
E:SE 0.3615 0 .3260 0.3545 
CPr 0.9020 0.!)()Q8 0.68·10 
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Table 4.2 mean ""Iucs (SII'I), simulated standard errors (SSE), 
estimu.tcd error!! (ESE) and 90% coverage probability (CPr) for the cstimatiotl 
of model parameters under KCQL lUll] CC QL, with dependence parameter is p' = 0.5, 
mCflSurement er ror 0 2 = 0.04,0.25,0.84 lind fh = 1,J3.l = 1, 11 = 100 and 500 sin,u lations 
Dependence 1IIea<~u1"emellt Method QU(jutity E~timiltes 
p",'ometel'(p' ) errOl'(u2) 8, 8, 1'" 
0.5 0.04 NCQL 51'" 0.9317 0.9145 0.4161 
SSE 0.0994 0.0587 0.0909 
ESE: 0.1025 0.0583 0.1052 
CP, 0.8240 0.6160 0.3800 
CCQL 5/1-1 1.0151 l.OO]!J 0.4318 
SSE 0. 11 78 0_0805 O.],u)6 
ESE 0.12 11 0.0835 0.1318 
CPr 0.9120 0.9058 O.r>,IOO 
0.25 NCQL 5/1'1 0 .8854 0.8894 0.4253 
SSE 0.12,10 0.1750 0. 1154 
ESE 0.1303 0.1785 0. 1765 
CPr 0.7380 0.4920 0.5240 
CCQL 
'" 
0.9743 1.0233 0.4428 
SSE 0.1419 0 .1951 0 .2124 
ESE 0.1397 0 .1834 0 .2138 
CP, 0.8992 0 .9018 0.6840 
0.64 NGQL 
'" 
0.8125 0.79·18 0.4164 
SSE 0.2152 0.2565 0.22](; 
ESE 0.2200 0.2654 0.2389 
CP, 0.7(;00 0.4980 0.6840 
CGQL 5" 1.0442 1.0524 0.4395 
SSE 0.3981 0.3 174 0.2932 
ESE 0.3929 0.3014 0.2848 
cr, 0.9180 0.8998 0.7540 
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Table 4.3: Comparison of ~illl ul!lled "'elL" values (5'\1), simulated standard errors (SSE), 
est imated standard errors (ESE) and 90% covcrnge probability (CPr) for the estimation 
of mood parlulletcrs under NCQL find CGQL, with dependence P!lf(l.llIctcr is p* = 0.8, 
measurement error /j2 = 0.04,0.25,0,84 !illd fJl = l,th = I and n= l00 under 500 sirnulutiolls 
Dependellce ,\lcasurcmcnt ;\fdhud QUllIltity Estimates 
1Xll'Umetel'(IJ') ernn'(u2 ) p, i!, p' 
0.8 0.04 NCQL SM 0.9820 0.94\0 0.7474 
SSE 0.1034 0.0562 0.0991 
ESE 0.0935 O.054!J 0.1048 
CP, 0.7920 0.7600 0.7140 
CeQL 8M 1.0178 1.0083 0.7514 
SSE 0.1371 0.1073 a.J,aS 
ESE 0. 1,\51 0.1072 0.143\ 
CP> 0.9180 0.9 160 0.7500 
0 .25 NGQL 8M 0.8813 0.8746 0.7034 
SSE 0,1640 0.12[,9 0.1806 
ESE 0,1615 0.1127 0. 1159 
CP, 0.8660 0.4960 0.670 
ceQL 5,\1 0.9519 1.0149 0.7428 
SSE 0 .2285 0.1957 0.2127 
ESE 0.2303 0.1990 0.2\<16 
CP, 0 .8940 0.9060 0.7800 
0.64 NCQL S,\I 0.7744 0.7547 0 .6970 
SSE 0.2360 0.2298 0.2999 
ESE 0.2328 0.2191 0 .2!)87 
CP, 0.8940 0.5120 0 . 7~1O 
CCQL S'\1 1.0344 1.0290 0.7569 
SSE 0.3594 0 .3144 0 .3438 
ESE 0.3500 0.3215 0 .3415 
CPr 0.9102 0 .9108 0 .6380 
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Table 4.4: COIll]>nriSOll or simulated mean values (5M), .~irn1l 1atcd standard errors (SSE), 
~limaleJ standard errors (ESE) and 90% con~rage probabili ty (CPr) fOl the estimation 
of model parameters under NCQL ami ceq!', witll dependence parameter i~ p' "" 0.2, 
mcw;urelllcnt eTTor ()2 = 0.0,1, 0.25, 0.84 and (31 = l, fol = 1. II = 500 fLud 500 ~imuJlltiollS 
Deroule"CtO Afeasurem eut Method Quuntity Estimates 
puramcter(p" ) error(c2 ) ii, ih p' 
0.2 0.04 NCQL 
'" 
0.9647 0.9721 0,)584 
SSE 0.10-16 0.0247 0.0952 
ESE 0.1024 0.0263 0.1038 
CPr 0.7200 0.6200 0.7800 
CeQL Sr.-! 1.0080 1.0017 0.1629 
SSE 0.1303 0.0329 0.1228 
ESE 0.1330 0.0310 0.13,16 
CP, 0.9040 0.9140 0.8500 
0.25 NCQL 8M 0.893<1 0.8343 0.1476 
SSE 0.1368 0.0353 0.1231 
ESE 0.1347 0.0375 0,12'16 
CPo 0.8960 0.5630 0.6700 
CeQL 5/1.-[ 1.0017 l.e)()7S 0.1609 
SSE 0. 1614 0.().10·1 0,1436 
ESE 0.1654 0.0,100 0.1 ,112 
CP, 0.9100 0.9200 0.1800 
0.64 NCQL SIl'l 0.1164 0.1466 0.1382 
SSE 0.1624 0.().116 0.1500 
ESE: 0 ,1665 0.0321 0.1516 
CP, 0.6500 0.7500 0,1400 
CCQL 
'" 
1.0199 1.0113 0.1516 
SSE 0.2059 0.0142 0,2027 
ESE 0 ,1974 0.08!)'1 0,2(}.18 
CP, 0 ,8990 0.9100 0 ,7200 
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Tahle 4.5: CompmiS(l1l of simulated menn \'allics (Sill) , simulated stliudaru errOJ"lj (SSE), 
estimated sl!luuard errors (ESE) and 90% coverage Prolmbility (CPr) for the e>;timntiotl 
of model parameteI'l:! under NGQL and CGQL, with dependence parameter is p' = 0.5, 
merusurcmcllt error (J2 = 0.04, 0.25,0.84 nud /31 = l ,/h. = I, II = 500 and 500 silliulations 
DefHmdclice }'{C(U1'I'Cmcnt Mdluxl QWlltity Estimates 
parameter(p') error("Z) ii, iJ, p' 
0.5 0.0,1 NCQL 8M 0.9563 0.9343 0.4381 
SSE 0.1032 0.0275 0.0910 
ESE 0.1092 0.0291 0.0891 
CP, 0.8860 0.6960 0.3020 
CeQL SM 1.0028 ] '(Xl26 0.4516 
SSE 0.12 19 0.0332 O.12OS 
ESE 0.1277 0.0329 0.1274 
CP, 0.9200 0.9100 0.640 
0.25 NCQL ", 0.8771 0.8<16-1 0.4246 
SSE 0.1251 0.0383 0,1315 
ESE 0.127-1 0.0374 0.1248 
CP, 0.6560 0.51 ,10 0.5920 
CeQL 
'" 
1.0187 1.0112 0.463'1 
SSE 0.1436 0.0570 0.1592 
ESE 0.1 '178 0.0573 0.1508 
CP, 0.9180 0.8996 0.0080 
0.64 NCQL SM 0.7946 0.7843 0.4257 
SSE 0.1688 0.0<176 0.1480 
ESE 0.1644 0.0-148 0. 1300 
CP, 0.5820 0.6220 0.300 
CCQL SII·l 1.0226 1.0168 0.4536 
SSE 0.1930 0.0097 0.1884 
ESE 0.1989 0.0068 0.1872 
CP, 0.91GO 0.9076 0.580 
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Table 4.6: Compariwn of ~imlllated mean valucli (Sr.l), simulated standard errors (SSE), 
estimated standard crrOTll (ESE) and 90% coverage Probability (CPr) for the estimation 
of model parameters llllder NGQL !lnd CGQL, with uepcudeuoo paHlmeter i!i p' = 0.8, 
meill:mremcnt error 0 2 = 0.0.1,0.25, 0.84 and /31 = 1,132 = 1, n = 500 and 500 s imulntious 
Depel!del!~ .~fe(!.9"I·e'll e'lt M ethod Quantity Estimates 
pacameter(,!") error(u2 ) p, ih 1" 
0.8 0.04 NCQL ", 0.9331 0.9223 0.748\ 
SSE 0.0789 0.0231 0.0923 
ESE 0.0781 0.0235 O.O!J.l6 
CP, 0.1720 0.6250 0.350 
CeQL 
'" 
1.0012 1.0016 0.7546 
SSE 0.0914 0,0326 0.0986 
ESE 0.0920 0.0352 0.0991 
CP, a.S9!N 0.90·14 0.5600 
0.25 NCQL 8M 0.8983 0.8783 0.7525 
SSE 0.0975 0.0317 0.1226 
ESE 0.0956 0.0324 0.1218 
CP, 0.6100 0.6150 0.780 
CeQL 
'" 
1.0188 1.0 104 0.7615 
SSE 0.1141 0.0'150 0.1436 
ESE 0.1165 0.0<148 0.14,15 
CPr 0.9040 0.8998 0.800 
0.64 NCQL S" 0.7871 0.7946 0.7569 
SSE 0.1522 0.0448 0.1341 
ESE 0.1539 0.0·145 0.1336 
CPr 0.0040 0 .6740 0.670 
CCQL ", 1.0388 1.0261 0.762 
SSE 0.1921 0.06,16 0.1815 
ESE 0.1971 0.0660 0.1846 
CP, 0.9080 0.0032 0.580 
4.3 Comparison 
From the simulation remIts, we can observe that the menllS of the 
estimates of l)anllt\clcrs fh from the CCQL method arc lIIuch closer to 
tile true pnrftlllCt.crs mlue thnn that of the NCQ L, which arc known to be 
biased. In the Tables 4.1-4.6, the performance of the CGQ L method and 
the NGQ L method iscompnroo in terms of the simulated mean value (S~I), 
~illlulated standard error (SSE), cstinmtcd standard errors (ESE) and the 
coverage probability (CPr) of the confidence interval. These indicators nrc 
rCI}()rlcd in Tabk.,,; 4.1-4.3 for t he cru;e when Ol = l, (h = I and 11 = 100 
with ltlCIL';llt'Clllcnt error 0.04, 0.25, and 0.64 fl'!;PI.:ctiveiy /Lnd Tables 4.4-
4.6 for the case when th = I, fh = I and 11 = 500 with measurement 
error 0.04 , 0.25, and 0,6·1 respectively. In this subsection we di!;cIl!;''i the 
simulation results by analYlling the bias, stnndnrd deviation and coverage 
probability. 
From the Tabl(:): 4.1-4.6 we call see that the NGQL estimates nrc bi-
ased for most cases. The effect of measurement error on the estimation 
of regression pammeters is ignorable, when the variance of the measllre-
ment error is very small. The simulated mean of fh attelluates tow/l.fds 
zero as the measurement error variance (7' illerell1!Cll. For instance, from 
Tablcs 4 .1-4.6, for (72 = 0.0..\, fh = 0.9..\25,0.9145,0.9410 while (72 = 0.64, 
th = 0.8537,0.79'18, 0.75'17. We also see that the estimatcs of regression 
paramcters PI are affected. For example, from Tnbles 4.1-4.6, (72 = 0.0·1, 
PI = 0.9823,0.9317,0.9820 while (72 = 0.64, fh = 0.8664,0.8125,0.774'1. 
Cenerally speaking, the estilll(ltion for the dYlllunic dcpcndell(..'C parameter 
p" is not vcry much affected by the menSllrement errors. 
The CCQL method performs well in correcting the attenuation ef-
" 
feet (',/llised by IIl~fl.Sllf~mellt errors. The simulated means of the CCQL 
are closer to thc true parameter values compared to those of the NCQ!., 
method. When the sample size iller~a8es, the efficiency gP.ts better. The 
~illlul(ltion re;;u lt ~ ill Table;; 4.1-4.u indicate thl1t all of the binses of the 
CCQL c.><;timates are ~lHall. Hcnce the estimates from t.he CCQL method 
can b!~ treatt'(l as ullhia~!~l. For example, in Tablc 4.4 \I·hell I)' = 0.2 
(md (12 = 0.25, the biases for fh are -0.1657 and 0.0078 for the NCQL 
(llld t.he CCQL method and in T!lblp. 4.6 when p' = 0.8 and a 2 = 0.25, 
the biases for fh are -0.1217 and 0.0104 for the NGQL and the CeQL 
method, respectively. So we can conelude that the improvement of the 
ceQL method is remarkable 
Once an estimate, either by the NCQL or t.he CGQL approach, is ob-
taiued for tbe true pammeter value, in practice, one has to compute the 
staudard enor of t.he estimate for the construction of a confidence iuter-
val at a desired level of confidence and test of null hypothesis versns its 
complete altcmative, as \lell. For t his purpose, we h(lVe compllh~l the 
asymptotic stuud(lrd error~ of thp. estilllates for the parameters by using 
variance equation (3.15). The average of those standard errors for each of 
the three estimates were computed . Prom Table 4.1-4.6, wc ClUJ s.cc that 
the estimated ~t.l1.lHlard cnors are almost unbiased in the sense t.hat the cs-
timated standard errors arc very clooe to the sinmlatt'<i standard errol". As 
an eX(lmple, when p' = 0.5 I1.nd (12 = 0.25 in Tahle 4.5, SSE = 0.0570 and 
ESE = 0.0573 fo[" fh ofCCQL method. The vmianee estimation b mean-
inglcss for the NGQL approach except the case when the measurement 
error variance is very small 
From the simulation rC!:iults, we al;;o ~t'C that the ~talldard error of es-
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tinH\ted rcgrC!:i.Sion parumeter increases with the variance of the IllCWiUr(,,'-
ltlcnt errors. For instancc, whcn the measurement error variance changes 
fr01l\ (J2 = 0.0'1 to (J2 = 0,6·, in Tablc 4.7, The ESE = 0,0352 for fh 
change to ESE = O,06GO, This result is just !\.S what we cxpected. 
For thc concern of possible testing of hypotheses, we have computed the 
co\'crage probability of the 90% confidencc intervals for each of the thrce 
piIHllnetcrs. To be specific, by using a simulation based on the CCQL 
estimate of a parameter. SIlY fh = I, we have calculated the test stlltistics 
Z2,0 = (ih.CCQL - 1)/ ESE(iJ~.cGQd . T he coveruge probability is calculated 
as the proportion of situations that the 90% confidence interval include 
the true fh.. It is clear from Tables 4.1-4.6 that the coverage probabilities 
for the CCQL method arc much closer to the nomillailevel of 90 perccnt 
than that of the NCQL method. Since the NCQL method provides biased 
estimates of the model parameters, the corresponding confidence interval 
is already meaningless. The proposed CCQL method successfully corrects 
the estimation bias caused by the measuremcnt errors. It is more efficient 
as compnn,'(] with the naive use of CQL 
Chapter 5 
Conculsion 
Due to the widely existing: measurement crrors in practical data, it i~ 
of grcnt interest to exulIlinc the adverse effects of measurement crron; 011 
the underlying statistical inference. In this thesis, we have considered fI 
lillclIr dynamic conditional probability based model to uunlY7-c the lougi-
tudiual binary data, where the covariate; nrc tllClIsurClllcnt error prone. 
This dynamic model Hllows the expected response to be related with the 
history of the covnriatcs, which is llIorc appropriate iii many biolllcdicni 
studies denting with nOli-curable type diseases. For this Illodel, the like-
lihood function is very hard to deal with. Thu8 the Illllximum likelihood 
method is difficult to apply. So we utilize a generalized qUMi-likelihood 
method to conduct statistical inference of the model parnmctcrs. When 
the measurcment crrors of the covariate; arc not appropriately handled, 
the estimates of the regression plIrumcters of the model are attcnuated 
In order to n .. '(!tify the atteuuation caused by mC/.l.Sureml!ut elTors in co-
variates, we have developed 1m approach that efficiently corrects the esti-
mation bhlS. Our foclls is 011 the unconditional generalized quasi .. likelihood 
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inference that involve!; ullconditiollul moments of lip to t he second order. 
We assllllled !.I gCZlcmli?'(;'(1 dynamic lincar model with logil lillk and probit 
link. We also use the method proposed by l\'ionahall and Stefanski (1992) 
to approximate the expectation of a function involvt.>d in the calculntiOll 
of the expectations and covariance. 
Simulation studies were conducted in the aim of inV(!!;tignting the small 
sample properties of tile pro]mscd llIethod. The simulation rcsults show 
that the naive generalized quasi- likelihood method create remarkable es-
timatioll bins while the CCQL appr!Xlch provides much better estimates. 
The CQ L method has vcry good potential in econometrics and biomed-
ical science. In particular, th is appro.1ch also has bccn broodly ul;C(] for 
analyzing cont inuous binary data. We believe that this study should be 
useful for analyzing similar binary data in biologiclll or medical scicnces. 
This is to be takcll up in a futurc study. 
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